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Another model born from the wishes of our customers, is the new 42’ Bridge model. We proudly 

introduce the newest member of our fleet, the 42’ Express Hardtop Bridge.  

 

Identical to our 42’ Express Hardtop, with the exception of its’ key feature – a flybridge offering further 

visibility, an additional steering station and extra seating for your guests!  Providing extra seating 

above for your guests contributes the overall boating experience. The guests keep the captain 

company while the elevated views from above keep the guests entertained.  

 

Each and every Henriques hull is hand-laid fiberglass proving its’ seaworthy hull over and over again. In 

addition, the cockpit, deck and cabin are one hand laid fiberglass piece, creating one strong and solid 

vessel.  This safeguards the boat against any unpleasant encounters on the water.  

 

This boat has been designed for a year-round fisherman as weather conditions are no longer an issue. 

The 42’ EXHTB offers a sizeable cockpit area in addition to a molded-in transom door, live well, two 

large refrigerated fish boxes, boarding steps, tackle prep centers, mezzanine seating, and many other 

luxuries that contribute to the boating experience.  

 

The interior layout has been crafted to maximize its’ total space. In the galley find a stainless steel 

drawer-style refrigerator freezer, stove top, microwave, quartz countertops, warm wood teak interior 

and, ample cabinetry with storage space. The salon offers additional L-shaped seating, an L-shaped 

dinette, flat screen TV , A/C, heating and custom designed décor. Accommodations include a master 

stateroom with a generous sized head. All layouts are custom built and designed to accommodate 

customer needs.  The first of its’ kind is powered with two Cummins QSM11 engines @ 715 HP. 

 

The anticipated launch of this bold and beautiful vessel will be in July 2017.  

 

Stay tuned.  

 
 
All vessels made by Henriques Yachts, Inc. are manufactured in Bayville, New Jersey. Models range from 28 - 50 feet in sportfisherman, 

express, express hardtop and express hardtop bridge styles. For more information, please visit our website www.henriquesyachts.com 


